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ABSTRACT .

A review of the evolution of weak interaction physics frcm its

beginning (Fermi-Majorana-Perrin) to the electroweak model (Glashow

-Weinberg-Salam). Contributions from Brazilian physicists are spe-

cially mentioned as well as the first prediction of electroweak-u-

nification, of the neutral intermediate vector boson ZQ and the

first approximate value of the mass of the W-bosons.

Key-words: Weak interaction; Unification of interactions; Standard

model; Intermediate vector bosons.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The polemic on the S-ray spectrum

He all know that great discoveries are not the result of

only the work of one or a few scientists at a given time-they

arise rather from research and discussions which take some

time - years, hundreds of years - before they converge to a great

new idea, to a new theory formulated by one or a few remark-

able men of science. It is the names of the latter, however,

which are registered in the history of science, not, usually,

those of the pioneers who saw some rays of light before the

perception of the brightness of hundreds of suns by the gen-

iuses whom we know by heart and venerate.

P.A.M. Dirac1 expresses this view in the following pre-

cise words:

""(Men one looks ovzr thz dzve.tcppie.nt o$ phy&icò, one. &zz*

that it can be pic.tu.izd ah a rathzr òtzady dzvzlcpmznt with

rtany òmall òteps and òupzrpo&zd on that a numbtr o fa big jumpi.

O^ccur&z, it iò thz&z big jump* which arz thz most intzrz&ting

^zatuxzh oi thiò dzvzlopmznt. Thz background o^ iteady dzvz-

lopmcnt i& la\gzly logical, pzoplt aKZ working out the. idzaò

wrfuc.í: follow thz pizviouò òzt-up according to btandard mzthodi.

But thzn when wz havz a big jump, it mzanó that òomzthing znti

ij new has to bz introduced. Thuz big jump* u&ually coniiit in

n-t H/J CL P* C j " d-i re . ""

However the modern tendency among historians of science

seers to be to regard each historical phase as the result of

a continuous action of subjacent forces during the preceding

phases.
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T/ic old ituZc, according to Stillman Drake2, u'ao to aliava

k piomtA. òcizntiòt ai a \zvolutionafiy, acknowledging hiò

debt to the. pa\t a* n.tttt at potòiblz and aliening the. ncvzZty

oi hi* woik <u iiiucii &* poòòiblz* 1hz ptiz&znt òttjlz i& to at-

tKibutz a& much o$ hiò thought aò poò&iblz to hiò p\zdzczaoxò,

and to gxant ai littiz a& pcòòiblz to hii own originality"".

And i t is Alexandre Koyré3 who writes in one of his remark-

able articles on the history of scientific thought:

""la &cJ.zncz mcdzKnz n'a pas jailli pax^aitz zt compZztz, tzt

Iz Athzna. dz la. tztz dz lzu&, dzò czxvzaux dz Gxlilzz zt dz

V&òca.xttò. Au tont'ioii'iz, la revolution galllzznnz zt caKtzòizn-

nz - qui sic&tz maigxi tout unz Azvolution - avait ztz p.xzpaxzz

pah un long z^oKt de. pznòzz""

We are here not to analyse the transition - through the mid

die Ages - from Aristotle's physics to Galileo*1 scientific revolu

tion of the XVII th century, nor the origin of the theory of re-

lativity or the evolution of the ideas which sprouted quantum

mechanics.

It is our aim to give an account of the development of the

physics of weak interactions vMch, after about forty years/converged

with quantum electrodynamics to give birth to the f irst model

of unification of interactions - the so - called electroweak

standard model.

This cannot clearly be a canplete history of weak interaction

physics. These notes will of course xellect my view of the sub*

ject after many years of work in this field - and after having

had the privilege of spending some time in laboratories where

great exponents of contemporary physics were actively working
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such as W. Pauli and J.M. Jauch, J.R. Oppenhcirr.er, C.N. Yang,

F.J. Dyson and A. Pais, Oskar Klein and H. Yukawa, R.P. Feynman

and H. Gell-Mann.

After the theoretical developments and experimental disco-

very of the tttcthon at the end of the last century and the

beginning of the XXth century - W. Crookês, j.j. Thomson, H.

A. Lorentz and J. Perrin and R.A. Millikan, among others - and

of the pKotcn - J.J. Thomson, C.G. Barkla, H. Nagaoka and E.

Rutherford and his co-workers - there came the notion of píwton

by A. Einstein in 1905 and its experimental confirmation - A.

Compton.

These were the elementary particles (Fig. 1) which all phy-

sicists accepted until 1930 as the

Elementary particles before

1930

Electron

Proton

Photon

A nucleus A,Z would be formed

of A protons and A-Z electrons

Fig. 1

tools for the atomistic description of matter and the electro-

magnetic forces.
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After the discovery of radioactivity it was J. Chadwick vgho

established experimentally in 1914 that the electionA emitted

by the. B-indie active, nuclei had a continuous anzKQij ipectKum.

As the nucleus with mass number A and charge number Z

was thought of as being formed of A p\oton& and A-Z eXzctXonò,

it was natural to conceive in the 1920's that the 8-rays were

electrons coming out from the radioactive nuclei. The diffi-

culty was, as emphasized mainly by L. Meitner, that as nuclei

possess discrete energy levels, as deduced from the a - and

Y - ray - spectrum the 5 - electrons should have a definite e

nergy determined by the energies of the initial and final nu-

clei. And O. Hahn, L, Meitner and collaborators found "elec-

tron lines" which, however, were shown by Chadwich to be only

a small fraction of the total 8 -ray continuous spectrum. Af

ter Rutherford proposed in 1914 that this continuous spec-

trum was due to collisions of the 3- electron - with a well

defined energy - with the atomic outer electrons, C. Ellis

gave an important contribution by separating the continuous e

nergy electrons from the electron lines. The latter were des-

cribed by Ellis as resulting from the conversion of monoener-

getic y-rays coming from the nucleus and indeed nuclei like

Ra E which emit no y-rsyB emit no electron-lines. The ex-

perimental definite solution of this question - and the end

of the Ellis - Meitner polemic - was provided by the determi-

nation - C. Ellis and W.A. Wooster - of the total energy car-

ried by the electrons corresponding to a known number of de-

cays - it was known that in each Q -decay process there is

one electron emitted. The experiment was the

mc.isurement in a calorimeter of the heat produced by
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the absorption of the B -electrons. In the case of secondary

processes undergone by well -defined energy 3 -electrons, the

energy per decay would be equal to the upper limit of the

continuous spectrum; in the case of electrons with continu-

ous energies coming out from the nucleus, this energy, would

be the mean energy, according to the distribution curve of

the Fig . 2 .

o
UJ
-I
IÜ
I

o
OS
Ul

0.15 0 3 I 0.45 0.6 0.75 0.9

ENERGIES IN MeV

1.0

Fig. 2

Whereas the upper limit of the 6 -ray energies from RaE

is about 1 MeV the measured value was 0.344 (±10%)MeV = 5 (Fly.2)

The possible y-rays which could be emitted together with

the electrons (nnd not absorbed in the calorimeter) and ac-

count for the missing energy, where shown by Meitner - with

Geiger counters - not to exist.
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2 THE NEUTRINO HYPOTHESIS

Where did the missing energy go?

Niels Bohr advanced the hypothesis of v i o l a t i o n of the

law of energy - and momentum - conservation in nuclear processes

l i k e 8 -decay and thereby suggested the non-invariance of

the theory under the group of trans lat ions in space-time, henoe

under the Poincaré groups: why would angular momenta be con

served?

This was c lear ly more radical than breaking the prejudice

that no other p a r t i c l e s - a s i d e from e lectrons / protons and

photons - e x i s t e d .

This prejudice was (timidly as he did not publish his

idea in a scientif ic journal paper?) broken by W. Pauli1* in a

letter sent on December 4, 1930 to physicists who were meeting

in Tubingen to discuss these questions -and he addressed them

as "Liebe Radioaktive Damen und Herren'1.

Here i s what he says:

""HILmCich diz Mglickkzit, zi kSnntzn zlzktxisch nzutxatz

Tzilchzn, diz ich Ne.utfLone.ti nznnzn will, in din '< zxnzn zxii-

titxtn, vcztchz dzn ipin 1/2 haben und daò Auò&chlie.*í>u.ngi>-

pninzip bzicigcn und' & ich von Licht -quanten auò&z>\de.m noch

daduick ii>\te..\*che.idzn, dal i,iz nicht mit Lichtgz&chwindkzit

la.u$tn. Viz Maiòz dzx Uzutxonzn milStz von dziizlbzn GiVbino*

rfmir.j ictc Jic [Ccctxcnun m-xac icinund jidcn^aid nichlgxViie\

ais 0,01 r\ctcnzn maiie. -Vai konlinuzxtichz 2, - ipzcttum tvftte

rfait»! vdi *a>:dCich untet del Annalimc, dat beLm 3 - Zu^aíít mit

dim ICckt'.cm jeu'cilb ncdi cin Nzutxon emittU'Xt wixd, dzxaxt,

(fat die 5:í"'fic dei FIVÍ*?/*»»? iv*i Kcuticn und M?ki\cn kcnstant iit.""
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This new particle is the (Electron-) Neutrino, a name

given by E. Fermi after the discovery of the neutron by J.

Chadwick in 1932.

In the 1930 letter Pauli thinks that his neutrinos would

be part of the nuclei -as the present day neutrons --and thus

would at the same time solve the difficulties connected with

the assumed existence of electrons in nuclei:

-ipin and ÁtatLàtLa: for instance deuteron would have spin 1/2 or 3/2 if

it were formed of 2 protons and 1 electron, whereas it has

spin J=l; nitrogen Nl" was shown (R. de L. Kronig) to have

spin 1 whereas *if it were built up with 14 protons and 7 elec

trons it would have (Ehrenfest and Cppenheimer) a half-integral spin'

-magnztic-momznto . The nuclei had magnetic moments of the

order of the nuclear magneton

i., = - Õ ^ ~ , ni = proton massN 2mpc p

and the magnetic moments of the nuclear electrons did not contribute

at all, being 1800 times bigger than yN. Said Niels Bohr

""the nuclear electrons show a remarkable passivity.""

Pauli's particle, emitted together^ with the electron, was

at first considered to exist in nuclei and solve the above

difficulties, but in 1931, in the Pasadena meeting of the

American Physical Society, when he publicly spoke about his

ideas, he did not consider the neutrinos as existing pieces

in nuclei, anymore but he thought that the matter was still

uncertain and he did not want to publish a paper about'it:

""Pic Sachc ichicn mil abet ncc/i tcc/if utMichci, und ic'n U z a
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Voxtrag tuclit rftucfceii. ""

In reality, we may consider two kinds of theoretical con-

tributions to the advancement of physics.

3 THE THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION IN PHYSICS

One kind is an intuitive, new idea, which is put forward

as suggested by an analysis of certain experimental results.

This was the kind of Pauli's proposal. Another idea of this

kind was De Brogue's postulate of associating a wave to par-

ticles but this was a speculative intuitive idea. Perhaps

to this kind belongs also the notion of photon by Einstein:

""Alt oi this waò quite. clear to me òhofitly a^tzr the. appe-

arance o& Planck1 & fundamental work; so that without having a

substitute $01 classical mechanic* I could nevertheless see

to what kind oi consequences this law o£ tempenatune -radia-

tion leads (Jo-a the photo - ztectiic e^ect and ̂ on. other Keíat_

ed phenomena 0(J the transformation oi radiation -energy, as

well us ior the specific heat [in particular o& solid bodies)"".

An intuitive new idea was also the exclusion principle for

mulated by Pauli after an analysis of missing lines in atomic -

spectra.

The other kind of theoretical invention is an intuition

guided by a feeling of mathematical beauty and simplicity which

lends one to nuike unexpected predictions; rxnr.ples are to be

found in Einstein's, relativistic theory of gravitation, in

the discovery by Dixac of the relativistic wave equation of
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the electron and the resulting prediction of the positron -

and anti-matter (the prejudice against new particles existing

at that time led Dirac to erroneously identify the anti-electron

with the proton). Here is what Dirac says about SchrOdinger's

discovery of the wave equation:

M l l -'Thi* advance, [of quantum theory in 1925j usaò bKought about

indzpe.nde.ntZy by two men, Utioe.nbo.KQ £ix&t and Schxddinge.fi &oon

a^tzKwaKd, woKking iiorn difázKznt point* o& vie*}; Hzioc.nbe.Kg

wofiked kzzping clo&z to thz zxpzKimzntal zvidzncz about òpzctfia

that wa& bzing amma&òzd at that timz, and iie $ound out how thz

zxpzKimzntal inhumation could be iittzd into a ichzrnz that i&

now known a* mattix mzch&nic*. All thz zxpzKimzntal data . o£

opectKoscopy ^ittzd bzaiLti^ally into thz òchemz oi matrix mz-

chanicò, and thii Izd to quitz a di^zKznt pictuKZ c>i thz a-

tomic. wo Kid. SchKbdingzK uioKkzd &Kom a moKz mathematical point

C)$ vizw, tKijing to iind a. bzauti$ul th&OKy &0K dzòcKibing a-

tomit zvznti and tc<u hzlpzd by Vz SKogliz'4 idzaò c£ voavzé aò-

òociatzd with paiticlzò. ScliKfdingzK got hi& zquation by

puKZ thought looking ÍOK òomz bzauti^ul genzKalization o& Vz

Bnogliz'i idzaò, and not by kzzping clo&z to thz zxpzKimzntal

i dzvzlcpmznt oi thz iubjzct in thz way Hti&c.nbzKg did".

"I might tzLL you thz òtoKy", pursues Dirac, "I hzaxd

iKom SchxbditujiK oi hew, when he. £iKit got thz

idea JJOA. hi* equation, hz immzdiatzly apptied it tss tlie. biltavicux

o& the, zlzctxcn in the. hyd-iogm atem and then he. got KZòultò

tl:.\t did act O.Í11ZC. with experiment. Thz disagreement axoiz bc-

cau&c. at that tine, it waò not known that the zizctKon hai a

4pin. That, 05 ceuK&e, wa& a gKeat disappointment to SchKÜdín
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and it caused him to abandon the work $cA iume monthò.

Tkzn he noticed that i$ he applitd the. theoAy in moAe appAoxi-

matc way, net taking into account the refinements required by

relativityt to this no ugh . approximation his work was in

agreement icith obieAvation"

"1 think, thtnt i& a moial to thiò 6to\y, namely that it ii

mo fie important to have beauty in one* i equation* than to have,

them $it expeA.ime.nt. 7 5 SchXÜdinQ&n. had been moAe confident in

hi& icoAk, he could have published it some months taxlizh,, and

he could have published a moAe accuAatz equation.""

The same philosophy is expressed by Einstein6 when he says:

""I am convinced that we tan discover by means o£ puAely ma

thematical constructions the concepts and the laws connecting,

them viith tack othtA, ickich 6u.tt.ni.sh the key tc the unde.Asta.nd.big

ojj natural phenomena. Expet-tcnce may suggest the appropriate ma

thematical concepts, but they most ceAtainty cannot be deduced

&Aom i t . ExptAience Aemains, oi coutt.se, the sole cAJLteAion

oi the physical utility oi mathematical constAuctions. But the

cAeative pAinciple Aesides in mathematics. In a ceAtain sense,

theAeioAe, I hold it tAue that pu-te thought can gKatp Aeality,

as the ancients dreamed."

This i s perhaps not the Einstein7of the 1905 paper "Zur E-

lektrodynamik bewegter Kflrper", Ann. der Physik 17, 1905, which

starts with an analysis of the phenomena which led him to the

special theory of relat ivi ty.

He writes in this paper:

"ExiiiKpcci od thii scAt, togcthcA vsith -tin uniucciiS^.l at-

tempt i tc discover any me tion oi the earth Aclativcly to the
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"tight medium", jugge.it that the. phcr.cmena 03 electM-difiuv ics

as wttl as oi mechanics, posses no ptcptxties coxxespendin^ to

the, idea oi absolute xest. They suggest xathex that, as has

already been shown to the. iixst vxdex oi small quantities, tat

same laws oi clectxodynamics and optics will be. valid $0* all

ifiamp.s o& *e$etCMCC ^0^ which the. equations o£ me.chanic& k?ld

good. We will naist this conjictuxe. [the. paxpoKt 0(J which wilt

htneabteti be. called the "Principle, oi RztativiAy") to the

status c$ a postulate.".

It was later that Einstein reached the conviction expre^

sed before the above quotation. About the notion that physi-

cal laws would begin and znd with zxp&x'itnct, Einstein writes:

""A cttax xecognition oi thz envienccv&ne.ss o& this notion xzal

t'J only came with the ge.ne.xal thecxy o{ relativity".

As I am touching upon this question which is of ccurse at

the core of the most recent developments in unification theories,

may I just quote the introduction of the remarkable paper5 of

Dirac's on monopoles, entitled "Quantised singularities in the

electromagnetic field" in Proc. Roy. Soe. 133A, 60, 1931;

"The. steady pxogxess oi physics xcquixes iox its thccuz-

tical &osimulation a mathematics that gets continually moxz ad_

vanctd. This is only natuxal and to be. expected. What, hew

cvzx, was not expected by the scientific woxkexs oi the. l.ibt

centuxy was the paxticulax ioxm that the line, oi advancemz>:t

i'5 the mathematics wo aid take, namc.Z>j, it was expected i':.xt

the. mathematics would get moxe and o\cxe. complicated, but i::\..Cd

xat en a pcKmanent baiii vi ax-U'xs and definitions, wiuCc .:c

tuaCCy the medtxn physical devcCepwcr.ts have xequixed a M.~r.,ie
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matici that continually ihi$ti it* {cunda.ti.en* and gzti mote.

abitxact. Hon -e.uclide.an geomttxy and non-commutative, algcbxa,

tchich wexe at one. time. con&idexed to be puxely $ictioni o j

the. mind and paitimti &ox logical thinkexi, have, now been

bound to be. vzxy ntctaaxy &ox the. dticxiption o& ge.neA.al

<acti 05 the. phytJLcal would. It iezmi likely that thiò pxcce&i

ei incitai ing abitxaction will continue, in the. ^utuxz and that

advance, in phyòicò ii to be. aòAociattd with a continuai mcdi$i

cation and ge.ne.n.ali6ation oi the, axiom0 at the. bait o£ tht ma-

thtmaticò KathtK than with a logical development o£ any one. ma

thematical ichemt jon a £ixed ioundatlon^^.

All of this leads us to the remarkable philosophical ideas

of Pythagoras and his disciples as reported to us by Aristotle*

in his UttaphyòicA A. I do not resis t quoting thii. sentence

which I take from a French edition of this work:

""Et commt de ctò pKin&iptò lti nombiti iont, pax natuxz,

Iti pxtmitKi, zt quz, dan* Iti nombiti lei Vytha.gonicie.ni cxo_

yaient pfiSicevoin une multitude d'analogies avec tout ce qui tot

et devient, plui qu'ili n'en apexczvaient dam Iz fzu, la TZA

KZ et I'tau Q..1 ; commt iJU vo.yaient, en ouVit, que de*

nomb.xti cxpAimaient Iti pAoptWitei et lei pnopoxtioni muiica-

Ita comme, en^in, toutzò lei autxei choiti leux paxaiuaitnt,

dam leui natuxe entiexe, etxe ioxmia £ la xeaemblance dei

nombxzi, et quz Iti nombxei itmblaient êtxe lei xeatitei pxi

mcxdialti de 1'Univc.xn dam ca condi Hum, Hi comidexuxznt

que (a pxinciplei dei ncmbxei iont Iti elemento de toai lei

etxa, et que Ic Ciel tout entiex tit haimonic et ncmbic.""

(Aristote, La Métaphysique, A,5,965b/ 25).
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In his paper, Fcrsi states that" a. matkematicat ̂

in agfie.cme.nt with tlisic í.Víee Ke.quiA.tmentò Qiumber of electrons

and neutrinos not constant, neutron and proton as two states

of the heavy particle and haroiltonian built in such a way as

to associate the neutron proton transition to the creation

of a pair electron -neutrino] can be òtt up ve.A.y ta&ily by

mean* o£ the. Viiac - Jcndan - Ktein method ci "szcond quantization".

Fermi's paper had therefore a mathematical beauty and at

the same time an accurate analysis of the data. If was a cha

racteristic of Fermi's writings: simplicity, elegance, clarity.

4 THE IDEAS OF FERMI AND PERRIN

Now back to weak interactions. The big jump for their

understanding is contained in two papers, one by flanei*

?tviinlt in the Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences de

Paris, Seance du 18 déceubre 1933, under the title"" Possi

bilité d'emission de particüles neutres de masse intrinseque-

ment nulle dans les radioactivités 0.""; the. othtK pape.*,11

the thiony i& pxa.tic.alty &u.lty, de.v&£.cpe.d, by E. Tt\mi

in Ricerca Scientifica in 1933 and in Zeitschrift für Physih

in 1934 (E. Amaldi tells us that the famous London scientific

journal "Nature" Kt^uotd to publish Fzfimi'* note: it

was thought to be too remote from physical reality.) (Are

referees not tyrans always?)

In his paper Fermi takes up the idea of the constitution

of nuclei by pi-otonu and neutrons (Iwanenko, Coitiptee .Ker.dus

Acad. Sci. Paris, Ac\it 17, 1932). Fcrni says:

"In the. tadiaticn tkticxij the. to tat nimbe.fi o& light, quanta

ii not it conttautt Cight <j(<a»ffa a\e. cicatcd when they ail
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emitted &fiom an atom, and diàappcax whin they axe. abiexbed.

in analogy to thi6 tlwoxy vet i'-'tVi base, ctt-t 6 - xay theoAij on the

following aòiumptlonò:

a) The total numbe.fi o& zlectxonó aó well a& c£ tht ncu.tx.ino

i& not mce.6oan.ily constant.Cle.ctA.on* [o*. ncutAinoò) may

be CAcatcd OK dc6tAcyed . . .

b) The heavy paxticlei, ntutAon* and pAotonò, can be conòide*

erf, a& by He.i6e.nbe.tg, aò tuio LntcAnal quantum Atatcò oi

the heavy paAticle . . .

Already Perrin, after concluding that the mass of the neu

trino must vanish as a result of the comparison of h is formu--

la for the mean electron energy with the experimental value,

s tates :

"Si Iz neu.tA.ino a une maite intAinteque s.ulle, on doit

aiuii pQiiòfi qu'il ne pn.znx.iytz pzi dans leò noyaux atomiquz*, et

qu'He6t CAQ.&, comme I'e&t an photon, lox* de Vémi&iion.

En$in il 6embZe qu'on doivc lui attxibueK un 6pin 1/2 de j$a-

çon qu'il puÍ66t y avoiA. con6ZAvation du 6pin dano le.6 Aaiio-

activitci 3 et pluò aencAalcment dan6 le.6 tA.an6^0Amaticn6 even

tuellet de nzutAón6 en pxoton6 (ou invzA6tment) avec êmiuion

ou abòoAption d'electAonò et de neutAÍno6nn

Vojiâ! Fermi's paper is actually beautiful and more com-

plete, with the vector form of the coupling, with the emission

and absorption operators "appearing in the theory", with the

calculation of the transition probability and the analysis of

the influence of the neutrino mass on the electron energy dis

tribution curve -and he also decides for a vanishing neutrino

mass (or very small with respect to the electron mass), and

also an analysis of forbidden transition». A beauty!
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llowever the fundamental ideas of the theory may be desig-

nated -if no one objects to that -as the Tcxmi - Pcviin concep-

tion 0(J 8 - decay.

Pauli writes:

"E-tnen l<ut vcn FeAmXa Totac-uuigoi, bcttie.i$a:d die. Fo\m dz& Bcta-

6pzktn.um& und de.n SckCuòi au£ die Ru/temaü dzò He.utA.inco, hat

gle.ichze.itig und unmabhHngiiig auc/i F. Pe.fi.iin gzzogtn, dcK efao:-

6all& am Solvay - Kongxtiò antcíÁZnd wax..""

And Fermi himself knew of Perrin's paper as he quotes i t

in his 1934 Zeitschrift für Physik paper. Concerning the

conclusion on the neutrino mass Fermi says in his footnote

No. 5 : ' " " In a xecentty published axticle.., f. Pe..xA.in, Ccmpicò

Re.ndu& 797, 1625 (1933), corner to the. òamz conclusion with

qualitative, afigumentò".

My • quotations of Fermi's paper are taken from the transia

tion by P.K. Kabir, in his collection of original papers on

weak interaction, Gordon and Breach, 1962. Kabir, however, did

not find Perrin's paper worthy to appear in his collection.

The scientific world being v»hat i t is we may only regret

that some names are omitted from historical accounts .

Fermi chose for the interaction hamiltonian which pro-

duces the neutron $ -decay the vector Coupling, of the form:

Hint

The non->relativistic approximation for the nucleons is

appropriate and for the leptons - as v/e call today the light

particles - ho writes plane waves (neglecting the Coulomb dis

tortion for the electron wave function).
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In general, of course, the interaction hamiltonian should

be a superposition of the five Dirac covariant forms, namely:

where a = 1 , . . . 5 and

, r2 = > \ rJ

71

Here Y are the well-known Dirac matrices and

,»»v = 4

_
41

etc.

Jusqu'en 1956 les physiciens croyaient que les lois de

.la nature étaient invariant es p?\r rapport â la reflexion

spatiale et done qu'il y aurait une conservation rigoureuse de

la pari té. Pauli, en particulier, qui a conçu 1'hypothêse du

neutrino pour retablir dan les processus faibles la conserva

tion d'energie, impulsion et moment angulaire croyait en

la conservation de Ia parité.

In general if parity violation is taken into account In

the weak lagrangean, this will contain ten coupling constants

» 7" (pl'an) (cT (C +C" i5)v)
a=l - « a
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The amplitude for the reaction N. •*• N + e + v is obtained

by Feynman's . rules and is given by

S = - Í ( 2 T T ) S { S - E - E - E )M
n p c V

where:

M s i jd3x(5(pé)ra(ca +c;v5)v(qv))

* x . < N | ( p r n ) N .
f a r

The momentum transfers are of the order of a few MeV as

one may replace the exponential by 1. This approximation plus

the non-relativistic treatment of the nucleohs constitutes the

so-called atlcwtd tficuioitioiU. In this case

M = _ !

( ( p e | { T ^ V Y ( A J [ Y ) | . v ( q y )

where:

Jd3x<Nf Ip'^txJnixJlNj.

is fcKmVò matxíx cttmcnt and

• o> * | d 3 x <N f | p * ( x ) ? n ( x ) IN.:
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i s the matxlx tttmtnt o& Cometo and TtZttx.

A pure Fermi transi t ion as exemplified by: O1—, Nl" +e +v

has the se lect ion rules AJ = 0 and no change o£ paxlty. A search

for such a transit ion i s facilitated by the trans i t ions 0 -» 0.

A pure Garoow-Teller i s determined by the ru le s :

AJ = 0, ± 1 and no ttamition O-»0, and no charge e$ paxity

which i s the case for

He —> Li6 + e + v J . » O * J « 1

A mixture of the two amplitudes i s present in several

reactions as in

n •• p + e + v

H* •*• He* + e + v

As the orbital angular moment of the leptons is zero in the

allowed transitions, the electron and the anti-neutrino will

be in a singlet state in a Fermi transition (scalar S, and vec-

tor, V, interaction) whereas in a Gamow-Teller transition they

will be in a triplet state (axial vector, A, and tensor,. T,

interactions)*

The existence of both types of transitions leads us to con

elude that
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S and/or V

and*

A and/or T / 0

After Fermi's paper, many physicists contributed to the

{theoretical and experimental development of 8-decay -processes.

In 1934, artificial' radioactivity induced by alpha ̂ .particles

was discovered by Irene Curie and Frederic Joliot and also

the posi cron - emission reactions, and successively - the capture

of orbital electrons by nuclei, the capture of neutrinos, the

early experimental attempts at testing the neutrino, the con-

sideration of exchange-" of a pair electron - antineutrino ;. between

a neutron and a proton. Papers were published by many phy-

sicists and among them, 6.C. Wick, H.A. Be the, R. Peierls, M.

Fierz, H.R. Crane and J. Halpern, E.I. Konopinski .and 6.

Uhlenbeck, and so on.

5 MAJORANA'S NEUTRAL FERMIONS

We cannot, of course, forget the contribution of Ettore

Majorana12 in his beautiful paper on the Symmttiical thzoMj o{

tht tltctKon and thz petition, Kuovo Cimento 5, 171, 1937.

In today's notations what Majorana work leads to is to

state that:
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If 0(x) is a Dirac spinor which describes an electron with

ge e in interac

obeying the equation:

charge e in interaction with an electromagnetic field A <x),

- m- eAy) -mU(x) =0

then there exists a Dirac spinõr ip (x) which describes an anti-

electron with charge - e and obeying the equation:

) -m U Ix) = 0

It is well known that, as tj, *, where 5» = $ y° and t in-

dicates the transposed, satisfies the equation:

»r

then a matrix C with the properties:

determines the relationship between ú and ̂i(x) namely:

î is the charge conjugate of ty. In general, the operation of

charge conjugation is the xcplaczmcnt of the state of a par-
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ticles and b antiparticles by the state with a antiparticles

and b particles.

It is only in quantum field theory that the Dirac oovariant

forms behave correctly for example in classical theory

whereas in q-number theory:

(X)YV.(X>c c

,u

as it must be, the double points indicating the normal pro-

ducts .

Here is the table of the normal bilinear forms

S :$(x)*(x):

T I J í ( x ) | Y P , Y V ] • ( * ) « *

:iMx)oyVV;(x):

A : Í J ) ( X ) Y V ' M > 0 '

P i:ij)(x)Y5iMx) s

C - conjugate

:Ü>(x)V(x):

-:*(x)ay v i |»(x):

: $ ( X ) Y ^ Y 5 ^ ( X ) :

i^UJv^U)
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A Majorana field describes particles which are identi-

cal to their antiparticles:

(up to a phase factor).

Therefore V and T vaniih and as V defines currents (elec-

tric, baryonic, leptonic, etc} and T the moments associated

to these charges, M(x) -= M (x) describes purely, tXuty

The simplest way to describe i»Jx) is in the Ua.joAM.na

hin.ta.ti.on of the y-matrices namely:

and

- y9

BO that

Charge conjugation which is anti unitary in classical theory is, how-

ever, a unitary operation in the Hilbcrt space of state vectors. If we con

sidor the operators of absorption of particles A and of anti-particles B,

charge conjugation is, in quantum theory:

B
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For a scalar field:

we «tee. that

^-JAipJe-^+B^ ^x \

tx)

As the charge operator Q anticommutes with the charge conju-

gation operator <& -and as only states with the same eigenvalue

of Q may bo superposed, according to the superselection rules,

then:

a2|q;p2s2>}

Thus:

For a Dirac field:
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B+(ps)v(ps)eipx > ;

A(ps)u(ps)e~ipx

(YMPy -m)u(ps) « 0; (?yp +m)v(ps) = 5

then as C v obeys an equation for u and C ü the equation for

v clearly:

A+(ps)v(ps)eipx >

In the Majorana representation, v* is a u function and

u* is a v-function since yv* = - yv .

So,

* (x) - V h n f ̂  l ÍB(ps)u(ps)e-ipx +
c (2ir)3/Z ) 2p° s I

+ A+(ps)v(ps)elpx|

the transposition is only in spinor space.

If M(x) is a Majorana field then:

M(x) í Í Ç I ÍA(ps)u(ps)e-ipx
J 2p9

 8 ̂
^ í

(2IT) 3 / Z J 2p

A+(ps)v(ps)eipx

whore v(ps) = Cc-(ps). In the Majorana representation v « u*:
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M = M

and in this representation M(x) is a real field.

After the Majorana paper the question arose as follows:

<ue ne.utJi.inc5 In 6 -decay a VZtiac OA a Ma jo Aetna $ie.Zd?

This question led to the study of the double - $ decay

first by Maria Goeppert -Mayer in 1934 and by W. Furry . in

1939 ás a means of finding an answer to this question. An

example is found in the isobaric? triplet 50Sn
12l>, Sb12*,

52 Pe12H. ttieir energy levels are of the type

50Sn
1 2%

51
Sb 1 2»

52Te
12*

therefore 5OSn
121* cannot give 5 1Sb

1 2 7 but could go into 52
Tel2l

According to Fermi's original idea this would be the result of

the decay of two neutrons in the nucleus according to the alter-

native diagrams:

n •*• p +e

n •*• p +e + v

Sn1 2lt+2e+2v
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V as V

P n •* p + e + v

n + v -»• P + e

H Sn12u*Te32+2e
MAJORANA F i g . 3

There are two vertices, both processes are of order g2,

in the Majorana case the neutrino emitted by one neutron is

captured by another neutron and there are no free neutrinos

emitted,only two electrons the total energy of which is fixed

and equal to the maximum energy released. Phase space would

give an enhancement by a factor about 10 s higher than in

Fermi's case.

We shall see that accordina to current theory and experi-

mental evidence neutrinos are left - handed (negative helicity)

whereas antineutrinos are right - handed. Therefore such a

two component neutrino cannot be a Majorana particle: if a

Majorana particle has electric, leptonic, baryonic charges

zero, a left -handed Majorana particle has the heJLicity a.6 a

diaigc. which distinguishes it from its antiparticle, the

right -handed Majorana.

Left - handed Majoranas have even an effective electromag-

netic interaction.

After the papers by F. Perrin and E. Fermi in 1934, Hidcki

Yukawa published in 1935 in the Proceedings of the Physical-Mathema-

t i c a l Society (vol . 17, pg. 48) Japan, an important paper with a

new idea .
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6 YUKAWA'S MESON FIELD

After the work by Tuve, Heydenburg and Hafstad, and by

Breit, Condon and Present, after the work by Casscn and (bndon

and by Bartlett, in 1936, and by E.P. Wigner in 1937, the no-

tion of c ha Age 4.ndtptnde.nt nucltati £OA.CÍ613 became well esta-

blished - following the phenomenological reseacch on the

form of the nuclear forces by Heisenberg and by Majorana in 1933.

Sfukawa's11* idea was revolutionary in the sense that it pos-

tulated a new &izld which would be responsible for the nu-

cleon - nucleon interactions. The Klein - Gordon equation for

a scalar field <£(x) generated by nuclear matter with density o(x):

P2)<t»(x) = gp(x)

has a Green's function in the static case

(7* - v2)Y(x,x«) = gôMx-x1)

which is:

V(r) = 9 % ^ - , r - |x -

and which describes the field at x generated by a point nu-

cleon at the point x1. By relating the range of this force, -,

supposedly generated by a field of quanta with mass m^ , - =

-£- With this mass, Yukawa found HI * 200i?c ; a particle th«*-

refore of mass intermcrUato between those of the electron and

of the proton, the meson, as it came to be called. Yukawa

knew Fermi's paper as well as the attempts to apply the Fermi
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interaction to describe nuclear forces, which were not sucess
ful.

Fig. 3a

He «rote: wn atccudhiQ to OUK theony the quantum emitted

when a heavy particle jumps iJJtom a neutKon to a pxoton htatt.

can be. ab&cibe.d by a tight panticte, which will thzn in consz

qu&ncz 05 energy ab&cxpticn lise. $xom a ne.utx.ino òtate. 0$ nt

Qntive. znzKgy to an tlzcVion 6tatt 0$ positive tnetigy. Thus

an antincutfiino and an tltctxon ane. emitted simultaneously

facm the nucleus.""

Yukawa, therefore, not only announced a new description

of the neutron - proton interaction:

Fig. 4
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he also believed that his theory would provide a description

of Fermi's 0 - decay

Fig. 5

We know that this does not work although this diagram exists

and gives the so-called p-icadeic.ala.fi indiicid JLn.te.Kac.ticn, pro-

portional to the light particle mass and which is therefore of

interest in the muon - capture by nuclei (J. Leite Lopes, Phys.

Rev. 109, 509(1958); L. Wolfenstein, Nuovo Cimento 8, 382 (1958)),

7 THE COSMIC-RAY MESONS

I wish to emphasize that Yukawa's paper of 1935 remained prac

tically unnoticed. In spite of the discovery of the neutron - and

of the positron by CD. Anderson and by P.M.S. Blackett and G.

P.S. Occhialini in 1932 - in spite of Pauli's postulation of

the neutrino and the success of the 6 -ray theory of Fermi and

Perrin, physicists itiCi lux d a pxcjudj.ee aQdimt aò&unu'n$ the.

ixiòtcncz o& new pavtictci apparently not needed to describe
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thc nuclear sti-ucturc.

The experimental investigation of cosmic rays would open

new horizons. After the work of Bhabha and Heitler (H.J. Bhabha

and Vial ter Heitler) and of F. Carlson and J.R. Oppenheimor on the

structure of (soft) showers - multiplication of photons and e-

lectron - positron pairs - it became clear that this component

of cosmic radiation cannot penetrate great thicknesses of mat-

ter. The mystery of the existence of the penetrating components

of cosmic rays was at least partly explained by the discovery

in 1937 of particles which, in the words of Anderson and Nedder-

meyer,15 have "unit chatge. but a man [which may not have, a unique

valuz) lanazx. than that o£ a noKmat j*ee zlzctxon and much

AmallzK than that oh a pnoton; this assumption would also ac-

count for the absence of namz-iouò laXQt Kadiativz lo&izi a* we/if

a-4 $CK thz ob&z-wzd ionization. In a& much aò chaxgz and maòi

ate thz only pan.amztzK& which cha^actzAizz thz zLzctKon in thz

quantum thzoMj (b) òzzmi to bz the. bzit icciking hypo.ttit&iò .""

Hypothesis a) suggested by these authors would be the possession̂

by e and e" of sane unknown property capable of accounting for the

absence of large radiative losses on a heavy element.

The observation that in cosmic rays there might be particles

with intermediate mass but not with a unique value, would be

ten years later revealed to be true with the di&tovzxy o&pioni

and thziK decay into mucn*.

Although, Anderson and Neddermeyer particle was not

Yukawa's meson, physicists thought that they were so and nume-

rous articles started appearing on the meson theory of nuclear

forces: may I remind you some names of authors of theoretical

papers such as H. Yukawa, S. Sakata, M. Taketani, N. Kommer,
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W. Hoit ler , H. FrOhlich, H.J. Bhabha and L. Hulthén, H.A. Bethe

Chr. Miller and L. Rosenfeld, Jul ian Schwinger, W. Pauli and

S. Kusaka, J.M. Jauch, Ning Hu, Gregor Wentzel. I t was in

the atmosphere of the l a t e development of the meson f i e l d

theory of nuclear forces that I started research in Princeton

under J.M. Jauch f i r s t , and then under W. Paul i , in 1944.

8 SOME CONTRIBUTIONS PROM BRAZIL

In the l a te 1930's and early 40's l e t me mention -some

contributions to cosmic ray physics and to the theory of 0 -decay

and neutrino physics coming from physicists in Brazil*. I

have in mind the di&covtKy ob òhovavu ob penetrating parvUdLe*

by Paulus Pempzia, Marcello Damy de Souza Santo* and Gleb

Uataghin11 (Phys. Rev. 5J, 61 (1940), and the beau t i fu l work

by Georges Gamou) and l\afiio SchBnbzig" on the. neutnino theoxy

ob òtellaA collapse. (G. Gamow and M. Schõriberg, Phys.. Rev. j>J3,

1117 (1940), Phys. Rev. 59, 539 (1941)). Here i s what Klemm

and Heisenberg say in the book: Cosmic Radiation, W. HeÃ&enbeAg,

e d i t o r , Dover Publ. New York 1946, page 60:

"tiataghin, Santoò and Vompiia, vofiking a SOO m above. 6ta

l eve l , have plac&d &oui count e.A tub to o& 100 cm2 tach ho tix&t

in tach paix. tnt two counters a re vtsitically undin. one ano-

ther and the paixs a\z hcpaxatcd ho\izentatty, 30 cm*, in one

c<ue and 65 cm* in tht othth.. A paiticie. coming vziiicatiy fam

.tt't't'c mid can ling .; j:.ii-i e$ countc.x tuba to -xc&pond mint p<L

nctiatc. V cmi oi lead. The. authoM obscKvtd &OUK - bold coin-

cidence, i and bound, with 30 cm. hepaiation, 4.S coincidence*
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per da:/ and, v:ith 6S c«t. iepa.fia.tien, 3.6 coincidence.* per day,

telie.rca* they izpcii that oniij 0.3 coincide.net* per day we*e te

have. been expected accider.tiCi.ij. Here thtij vsere evidently deal

ing with poXt-S oi penetrating particle*, mo*t p-xobably muonA.""

After the remark that the neutrinos emitted in B -desinte

gration in the thermonuclear reactions which produce energy

in stars, carry only a snail fxaction of this energy away,

Gamow and Schõnberg s t a t e : . . . ma6 tkt mult e$ the pfiog*iu*ivz

contraction o& the 6ta.\, the. denòíty and tempc-iatuKe In it*

interior become *u$$icientZy high to permit the penetration

oi iree electron* into di$$erent nuclei re*ulting in the. &or

ma tion o$ unotable i*cbar* with *maller atomic number. The

tiao proce**e* which will tak& place under *uch caidction* can be

written *chematicalltj a*:

2 j» _ 1

(Nucleus) + e •*• (Nucleus) + neu t r ino

(Nucleus) •*• (Nucleus) +e + (ant i ) neu t r ino

Since the neutrino* produced in both reaction* cannot be

held back by ga*eou* wall* surrounding tht central region o&

the *tar, no actual thermodynamic equilibrium i* evidently po*_

iible and the matter under the*e condition* will rapidly JU>*e

it* extra heat content through tht neutrino emi**ion.""

This is what the authors called ÜRCA PROCESS - a name su<j

gested by the loss of v.ir.cij by gamblers in a cassino in Urea

beach in Rio de Janeiro, a process which impressed Gamow in

. his v is i t to .this city.
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9 PIONS, MUONS AND THE UNIVERSAL FERMI INTERACTION

After the Second World War, research was resumed and was

intensively developed in Europe and the United States and

the year 1947 was the beginning of modern particle physics.

An important paper by M. Conversi, E. Pancini and O. Piccioni18

(Phys. Rev. Jl' 2 0 9 (1947) announced the experimental result

that if negative mesons were absorbed by heavy nuclei they

are not captured by light nuclei - thus ntgativt miòoni de.ca.tj

in ca<\bon but not in inon. E. Fermi, E. Teller and V. Weisskopf18

(Phys. Rev. 71, 314 (1947)) calculated the process and showed

that the absence of capture of mesons in light nuclei implied

an interaction meson - nucleon probability about 1012 weaker

than given by the Yukawa interaction. The difficulty inspired

R.E. Marshak and H.ABethe:! (Phys. Rev. 72, 5 0 6 (1947)) to pro-

pose the existence of two mesons to account for the Yukawa strong

interaction and the Conversi, Pancini, PiccionL weak absorption

effect. This was immediately proved to be true by the beautiful

experiments by C.M.G. Lattcs, H. Muirhead, G.P.S. Occhialini

and C.F. Powell1? (Nature 1J59, 694 (1947)) which detected the

pionò (r and ~~) which decay into lighter particles, the

muoni and neutral particles which we now know to be the muonic

neutrinos:

V •*> U +

It then became clear that pions should be produced by the
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Yukawa interaction

p •+ n + -

n -»• p + v

and that the rauons into which they decay have weak interac-

tion with matter and constitute the larger portion of cosmic

rays at sea level.

The discovery of pions and their y - decay was made by

exposure of nuclear emulsions - made highly refined and sensi.

tive by Ilford - at the Chacaltaya Cosmic Ray Laboratory at

5000 meters, near La Paz. The Brazilian physicist Cesar M.G.

Lattes who brought the emulsions, went by Rio de Janeiro and

I thus had the privilege of knowing at first-hand these events

and of taking part in the ensuing discussion (J. Leite Lopes,

li&òon dzcay and the thio-xy oi nuctzai ^cxcei, Nature (London)-.

160, 866 (1947); On the, light and heavy mi&on&, Phys. Rev. 74,

1722 (1948)).

This was a period of great activity and creativity. The

important papers were, among others,21 those:

I) by Bruno Pontecorvo (Phys. Rev. 72, 246 (1947)) in which

he proposed that

1) the rouon capture nust be identical to a Fermi electron - cap_

ture with emission of a neutrino: p + p •* n + v (only much

later, evidence was obtained about the existence of a mu - neii

trino LÜífeivr.t frerr. the e - neutrino v.^V v c ) ;

2) the nuon must therefore have spin 1/2;

3) muons might decay into e + i which was, however, not ob-
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served.

II) by Oskar Klein (Nature (London) 161, 897 (1948))) and by

G. Puppi (Nuovo Cimento 5, 587 (1948)) in which they point

out that the constant G in a Fermi interaction for
cape

the p - capture process is approximately equal to that

in ordinary 6 -decay G and G d e c of y:

dec capt F

III) Jby J, Tiomno and J.A. Wheeler (Rev. Nod. Phys. 21, 144

(1949); 21^ 153 (1949)) which made an extensive analysis

of the \i -capture with several forms of Fermi coupling

and several possible masses for the muonic -neutrino and

several models for accounting for nuclear excitations.

IV) by T.D. Lee, M. Rosenbluth and C.N. Yang (Phys. Rev. 7_5,

905 (1949)) which reached the same conclusions as Tiomno

and Wheeler

V) by L. Michel (Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A6_3, 514 (1950))

who introduced the so-called Michel parameter to charac

terize the electron energy spectrum curve in muon -decay

in a general study of the direct Fermi coupling between

four fermions.

VI) In our paper at that time (Phys. Rev. 7_4, 1722 (1948)) we

tried to consider Yukawa's original idea of couplings

through pions and assumed a it - u coupling with a pseudo

scalar pion and an axial-vector interaction. This, however, can

not replace the direct Fermi (n p) - (yv) coupling as indicated by M.

Ruderman and L. Finkelstein (Phys. Rev. 76, 1458 (1949)). It

was in 1957 when the model of chew for treating non-relati
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vistic nuclcons was available that we showed more rigorously

that only the Fermi coupling (n,p) - (u,v ) can account for

the p-capture cross section; the ir-y and n-p couplings how

ever are there and induce an t^&ctivz pòzudcòtatax coupling21

in the reaction

U + p •*• n + v

of the forra:

where:

G is therefore proportional to m (perturbation theoretical
P P

calculations by J. Leite Lopes, Phys. Rev. 109, 509 (1958);

dispersion relation-treatment by M.L. Goldberger and S.B.

Treiman and by Víolfenstein21.

10 THE CHIRALITY TRANSFORMATION

I should like to mention the contributions by the Brazi-

lian physicist, Jayme Tiomno,22 in his work with Wheeler, then

with C.N. Yang (Phys. Rev. 79, 495 (1950)) and later on, in

a paper on the "mass reversal transformation" where he studies

the invariance under a y5-transformation as a principle to

determine the form of the four-fcrmion weak coupling (J. Ticmo,
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Nuovo Cimento, l, 226 (1955)), even before the discovery of

parity non-conservation. This is the transformation which

Pauli (W. Pauli, Collected Papars vol. 2, 1325 (1964)) calls

the "Stech-Jensen transformation" and which obviously should

be called the Jeuien-Stedi-Ttomno tnanòÇc^malien if one res-

pects the alphabetical order of the names. By this transformation

the interactions between four fermions fall into two classes:

those which are invariant :

v:

A Í

and those which change sign:

S : ijtj;

T:

P: iip-v5^ •* - î v*'̂

The period 1956 - 1958 saw important contributions which

were given to a better understanding of the wenk interactions
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by a number of physicists.

Experimental proof of absorption of free neutrinos emitted

in nuclear reactions was given in a series of observations by

F. Reines and C.L. Cowan Jr. and F.B. Harrison, H.W. Kruse, A.

D. Me Guire (Science 1£4, 103 (1956); Phys. Rev. 1J)7, 528 (1957))

If antineutrinos are emitted with the electron in 0-decay

of the neutron:

n •*• p + é + v (1)

then they may be captured by protons so that

p + v •*• n + e +

positrons are then emitted. Then if v / v the reaction

p + v •*• n + e

would be forbidden. This was indeed shown to be true: neutrinos

are not Majorana particles. Reaction (1) suggested the no-

tion of lepton quantum numbers and the principle o f their

conservation23 (E. Konopinski and H.M. Mahmoud, Phys. Rev. 9J2,.

1045 (195")). The discovery that the particle emitted in y-decay:

namely the muon-neutrino i s different from the neutrino emit

ted in 0-decay of the neutron led to the attribution of spe-

cific quantum numbers to each lepton family, namely, as of

today:
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V

e
e"

£
V

e

Vu

p"

T~

Le

1

1

- 1

- 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

L
u
0

0

0

0

1

1

- 1

- 1

0

0

0

0

L . . . ?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

- 1

- 1

This was an important experimental discovery made later

(1961), and here are the names of the physicists who took part

in it: G. Danby, J.M. Gaillard, K. Goulianios, L.M. Lederman,

N. Mistry, M. Schwartz, J. Steinberger (Phys. Rev. Lett. 9,

36 (1961))(Neutrinos according to Majorana would have a'

vanishing lepton number and a double-B decay violates the

principle of consevation of L ). A similar violation of con-

servation of L and L would be given by radiative decay of

muons J

u •*• e +
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An extension of the Glashow-Salam-Weinbcrg model to en-

compass muon-number violation was proposed by C. Ragiadakos and

myself (J. Leite Lopes and C. JRagiadakos, Lett. Nuovo Ci-

mento H>, 261 (1976)). This was based on the idea of neutrino

mixture as put forward by B. Pontecorvo2* (see S.M. Bilenky

and B. Pontecorvo, Phys. Reps. 4_1, 225 (1978)). In our paper

we showed that besides v and v we had to introduce a third

massive neutrino, a heavy neutral lepton and mix it with v

and v in a three dimensional isopin rotation.

11 PARITY VIOLATION AND THE VIOLATION OF THEORETICAL PREJUDICES

In the late 40*s and early 50's several groups contribu-

ted to the experimental discovery of òtxangz paxticle.6. In

particular the famous e-T puzzle led Lee and Yang26 to raise

the question of parity conservation in weak interactions in

general (T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 1£4, 254 (1956))

and suggest experiments to test this question. Here is the be-

ginning of this article:

"Recent cxpo.xime.ntal data, indicate. closely identical mas-

ses and tiietünts oi the. 9+(=K*2) and the T + ( = K ^ I mesons. On

the, othe.fi hand, anattjies o$ the de.caij products oj T + btnonglij

Aujijc.yt on t'm gxcunds c$ angutax memenium and paxitij conicwa

tion that the T* and 0* ate not the. same paxticle. Thiò poies

a xathix puzzling situation that hai been extensively dis-

cussed".
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And then the authors state:

""it will beccmc cleat that exciting experiments do indicate

paxity conie.xva.ticn in strong and electromagnetic interactions

to a high degree o< accuracy, but that $ox the weak interactions

{i.e.. decay interaction* $ox the mesons and hypexons, and va-

rious Vexmi interactions) parity censexvation is so <a-i only an

txtxapolated hypothesis unsupported by expeximtntal evidence"".

This was the important point: to bxeak with the prejudice

that geometrical symmetries were all absolutely held for all

types of interaction. And if parity conservation selection ru-

les were well established in nuclear as in atomic physics, it was

difficult for several physicists - like the great Pauli - to

see a connection between parity conservation and the istrenght

of the interactions.

Here is what the great E.P.Wigner27 said in a recent discus-

sion (Collogue International sur l'Histoire de la Physique des

Particules, page C8-448, Les Editions de Physique, Paris (1962)):

""Fxankly, I toai Cully convinced that both timt xevzxsal in

vaxiance and xe^lection symmetry ax& valid, it was a gxeat shock

to me when a lack of validity o$ these was pxoved. I....J It

is possible to think that the whole existence o$ the weak in-

texaction is due to seme initial condition o$ the woxld, but I

can't believe it and thcxe$ore. 1 am as puzzled as beioxe by the

lack o$ validity o$ these invariances. 1$ we believe in the sim

plicity and beauty o 3 ait laws 0$ nature., these invaxiancti

should be vaiid. Mould you contradict me?"".

Experiments wore carried out,:9as you know, and proved that

in weak reactions, parity as well as charge conjugation invari
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ance are not conserved. (C.S. Wu, E. Ambler, R.W. Hayward, D.

D. Hoppes, R.p. Hudson, Phys. Rev. 105, 1413 (1957); R.L. Garwin,

L.M. Lederman and M. Weinrich, Phys. Rev. 105, 1415 (1957); J.

J. Friedman and V.L. Telegdi, Phys. Rev. K>5, 1681 (1957)).

And it was in the following words that Paul! expressed him-

self to V. Weisskopf in a letter which is published and trans-

lated by Weisskopf in Pauli's Collected Papers:

"Wow thz iixòt òhock iò ovzx and I bzgin to collzct my-

Azli again [AÍ onz 6ay& in Munich). Vzt, it voa* vzxy dramatic.

On f jnday 21 òt at S:1S p.m. I wa& òuppoAzd to give, a talk about

"pait and Kzcznt hiitoiy oi thz nzutnino". At 5 p.m. thz mail

bfiought mz thuzz zxpziimzntal papzKb: C.S. Wu, Izdzuman and

Tztzgdi; thz lattzK u>ai 60 kind 06 to iznd thzm to mz. The. òamz

moKning I xzczivzd two thzoKztical papziò, onz by Vang, Lzz and

Ozhmz, thz òzcond by Yang and Lzz about thz two - componznt

opinoK thzoKy*'.

And in a few lines below:

"How, whzKZ òhalL X òtcuitt It it> good that I did not makz

a bzt. It would kavz Kz&ultzd in a hzavy lot* oi monzy {which

I cannot abioid); I did makz a iool oi my&zH, howzvz*. [which

úrtkink 1 can aüoKd to do) '- incidzntally, only in Izttziò

OK oKally and not in anythina that «v.-u pxintzd. But thz othzu

now havz thz flight to laugh at mz. What òhockò mz i* not thz

iact that "God iA ju&t Izit - handzd" but thz iact that in

tpitz oi thiò Hz zx.hi.bit* Himtzli a& Izit flight AymztnÀc whzn

He zxpxz&tzi Uimizli itiongfy. in &hoit, thz Kzal pxoblzm now

ii why thz òtxong intzxactionò axz Ititlxight Átjmmztxic. How

can thz ttxznpth oi an intzxaction pxoducz ox cxzatz njmmztxy

gxoupi, invaxiancz ox con&zxvation laws?"
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Immediately after t h i s experimental ver i f i ca t ion , there

was a revival of the two - component theory of the neutrino

(T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 105, 1671 (1957); A. Saleta,

Nuovo Cimento S, 29 (1957); L.D. Landau, Nucl. Phys. 3_, 127

(1957)).

The se t of a l l 2 x 2 matrices with complex elements and

determinant 1 i s the SL(2,c) group. Weyl's cantrauariant spinors

transform under t h i s group:

• ' r = Ar *8 , r s 1,2 sum on s = 1,2

which we symbolize by the equation:

$' - hi , A S (Ars)

det A =1

The covariant Weyl spinors transform like this:

•r * Ar"*t

or:

r • tA"')*
The dotted contravariant spinors transform uiidwr A*:

S ' S 8
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or:

•$• = A*;

and finally the dotted covariant spinors transform in this way:

V • = A
 8

/

r s

or:

Now a particle with mass m and spin 1/2 is described by the

Dirac - Weyl pair of spinors:

which obey the equations:

r§

where:

(a k)
r l , k = 1,2,3 are Pauli
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rs f1 ° \matrices,(a ) = ( and
0 \0 1 /

(o.) = - (a \ r s

k rs k

These equations are:

a . p)x s ni4>

< a V - o .

and we see that the equations transform one into the other un

der space reflection.

For a massless neutrino, it may be described by one or

the other equation:

(o°p0

n&utxino:

=2^2 ̂  = - ̂  , H is the helicity;
IPI

or:

{a°p° - a.

0 0
A m ?
? " V

t/ie \*glit-handed twutxino. pauli rejected Weyl's equation for
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the neutrino because i t is not invariant under space reflection.

The two equations above are the forms of the Dirac equation

in Weyl's represencation:

, / 0 l \ , 0 - o \ / } \ , I 0 \

\ I 0/ xa Oy ^xy \0 -I /

12 THE V-A INTERACTION

In 1958 there appeared three important papers: by E.C.G.

Sudarshan and R.E. Marshal (Phys. Rev. 1J39,1860 (1958))), by

R.P. Feynman and M. Gel 1-Mann (Phys. Rev. .109, 193 (1958)) and

J.J. Sakurai (Nuovo Cimento 1_, 649 (1958)) which • determined

the form of the four - fermion weak coupling and which, as

you well know, is the so-called V-A interaction.29 The require-

ment that the weak interaction lagrangean be invariant under

the chiral - Jensen - Stech - Tiomno transformation leads to

the exclusion of the S,T and P couplings there remaining only

V and A. The above authors took the form in the case of the

muon - decay as follows:

In the case of the non - rulativistic approximation for
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the neutron decay one found the matrix element

M = —

— <o ü(Pe)oV(CA +CĴ  YS)v(qv) \

The experiment» very ingenious, made by M. Goldhaber,

L. Grodzins and A.W..Sunyar, Phys. Rev. 109, 1015 (1958)) de-

termined the neutrinos helicity and showed that it is a left-

polarised particle.30

In the above expression then:

C» = - C ,v v

c* = — c

and it was found that

c.
j£ « 1.23 ± 0.02
v

Goldhaber and co-workers' experiment consisted in meas-

uring the helicity of y-rays emitted in the electron K-capture

by Eu1S2 according to the reaction:

E u 1 5 2 + e •*• Sm1 * ?* + v e •*-

(0") (1")

- S m 1 5 2 + v + '•>
6
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Thcy showed that the excited Samarium nucleus has the

helicity as v and then that the y has <

as Sm*. The y was 'found to be left - handed.

sane helicity as v and then that the y has the same helicity

13 THE QUARKS AND THE CABIBBO UNIVERSALITY

In 1949, Fermi and Yang published a paper and pointed out

that one might regard protons and neutrons in a primary level

and that pions could be formed of a pair nucleon - antinucleon.

This means to consider the isospinor (P) as sn element of a

representation space of the SU, group.

And then one would have:

v 'v* pn ; IT i» np

-~ inn - pp :
S2 c c

with T • 1; with T • 0 combination being similar to the now

know n-meson. Note that if:

then •••'"0-c:)
This idea was extended by Sakata after the discovery of

strange particles and their classification by Gell-Mann and

Nishijima (M. Gell-Mann Phys. Rev. £2, 833 (1953); Suppl.

riuovo Cimento 4_, 848 (1956); T. Nakano and K. Nishijima,
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Progr. Theor. PhyR. 1£, 581 (1953); K. Nishij ima, Progr. Theor.

Phys. 13, 285 (1955); S. Sakata, Progr. Theor. Phys. 16, 636

(1956)). He introduced the three component isovectorl n J and
XA '

described the pions l i k e Fermi and Yang but a l so the kaons, like:

K+ ^ pil ; K" ^ p A ; K° % n A ; K° % n Ac c c c

As you know Gell-Mann and Ne'eman introduced the notion of

quark and the SU_ model to classify the hadrons. The triality

of Sakata was replaced by a complex vector, an element of the

space representation of the group SU. and so:

( n J of Sakata -• ( d Jof G - M - N

The classification of baryons and mesons and the prediction

of new particles were well described by the SU. scheme.

On the other hand/ in weak interactions, it arose from the

papers already mentioned of Tiomno and Wheeler, Pontecorvo, Pu£

pi, Klein and Lee, Rosenbluth and Yang that the coupling cons-

tants in the neutron 6-decay, in the y-decay and in the p-cag

ture were approximately equal.

In 1958, it was suggested (J. Leite Lopes, An. Acad. Bra-

sil. Ci. .20, 521 (1958)) that if A had a Fermi coupling with (e,

v) and decayed in a proton: 31

A •• p + e + v

then the rate would be about 3% of the experimental rate.
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The universal Fermi interaction seemed not to hold if one

included strange particles.

It was then shown by Cabibbo*2 that the universality of the

Fermi interaction can be expressed if one introduces a new

parameter, the Cabibbo angle in the hadronic weak current.

In current language the weak interaction lagrangean is of

the form:

the current j (x) is the sum of a hadronic and a leptonic weak

parts:

ja(x) = haCx) + -ea(x)

The leptonic part is:

A x ) = (veY°(l-Y
5)e) + (vyY°(l-Y

5)y) +

and ha(x), in the case of the SU3 model has the form:

ha(x)

- (A?

where Va(x) and Aa(x) are the octets of vector and axial vec-
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tor currents, a = 1,... 8 in association with the SU gene-

rators which obey the SU3 a SU algebra.

Cabibbo's form of the universality is given by the condi-

tion:

C2 + C? » 1
o 1

1 is the coefficient of Ia(x).

He then set:

C- = cos 6 / 0 . = sin 9
o i

the Cabibbo angle was determined experimentally and found

to be:

sin 6 S o.26

Thus in Su_ and in terms of the quarks u ,d ,s we have:

ha(x) « CÜYaU - Y5)d)cos e +

(üva(l - Y!)s)sin 6

The interaction constants are therefore

G = for y-decay;
m2

for neutron e-decay and decays
G cos 0

with no change of strangeness;
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G s i n G for B-decay with AS = 1

Thus:

trans.prob. (K •+ y + v )

trans.prob.

Bin'5 V ^k
COS2Ô f 2 m ~

14 INTERl-IEDIATE WEAK BOSONS AND SOME EARLY PREDICTIONS OF THE

NEUTRAL VECTOR BOSOMS AND OF UNIFICATION

Clearly, before the discovery of the V-A interaction, the

idea of an intermediate boson responsible for the weak interac

tions waL not considered. What would it be: scalar, pseudo-

scalar, vector, etc.?

Feynman and Gell-Mann, however, state in their paper:

""We have adopted the, point oi vi&tc that the. weafe intziac-

' .»ii alt attic {xom thz interaction o{ a tu>ine.nt J icith

itizl$, pouibZy via an intermediate vector meion o£ high

man"".

And a few paragraphs below:

""We dciibc-raijitj Cijucic the pcAiibititij o$ a neutraL cur

I C K Í . containing termb Uke [ce), (jJc), (MH) , etc. and p o i -

cvupúid to a ne.utA.al intermediate. $ietd. No weak cou-

ijj ( i f.iU'i'.'i! that 1 i' q ui 111 i t:,';c existence, ç^ i u c / i a»! o i f
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tion. M c i c t * \ * i * " í , i c n . e c ̂ f / u - J C c r - i / p ^ o i g i , tikt I c e ) , l ü e j , í ^ a i

ôig to the. decay o^ a mucn into thxee. etzctxonò, axz excluded

6/y expert INCH *','".

These are clearly statements by physicists who take into

account the existing experimental data, which is excellent.

However, sometimes, as emphasized by Oirac, ma-

thematical beauty may lead you into new physical in-

tuitions which experiment only later will confirm. And Feyman

and Gell-Mann are possessed by such a mathematical feeling in

the same paper when they make the requirement of a represen-

tation of fermions by two component spinors satisfying a se-

cond order differential equation and the suggestion that in £-de-

cay these spinors enter the theory withouth gradient couplings.

These requirements were made because "one. o$ thz authofiò haò

alitiayA had a pxtdlie.cU.cn 4e\" such an equation. And the fact

that this coupling was in disagreement with experimental re*

suits concerning the electron -neutrino angular correlation

in the He' decay, did not discourage the authors from publish

ing their paper. On the contrary, they were so sure of their

mathematical intuition that they wrote:

"Theie tiizofivticaJ. argument* aeem to thz anthem to be

Q enough to òuggtòt that the, dioagtizzmznt with thz Hz6

il zxpe.%imenti and ic-tt/t Ácmz o thz*. Zzò* accuxatz zxpzil-

ment* indicatzò that í/teic zxpzximzntò axz tc/iong." And they

turned out to be indeed wrong.

As I read Feynman and Gell-Mann's paper I was immediately

struck by the fact if the weak interactions were mediated by

vector bosons, as already suggested in that paper, they were
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perhaps deeply related to photons which are also vector par^i

cles. I had the feeling that somehow photons and weak vector

bosons belonged to the same family and that therefore the cou

pling constant e of the electromagnetic interactions should

be equal to g, the coupling constant of the interaction of the

vector bosons with weak currents. Now a relation connecting e,

g, the Fermi constant and the vector boson mass m is well

known for the equivalence between the Fermi current - current

interaction and the coupling through the vector boson field

in the small momentum transfer approximation I therefore as-

sumed g = e in this formula which allowed me to evaluate the

mass m . And I obtained a high value, m ^ 60 m (proton mass).

_2 G 1
I used the formula -3— = -i2- - whereas in the standard

model, as you know:

e = g sin8y

and

with the value m * 75GeV, m ^ 90 GeV.

As I got this value I got discouraged, in a multiplet, in

the case of exact internal symmetry, the masses of the compo-

nents are equal: case of C&\ , Q j \ etc. But if mw is so heavy

and photons have vanishing mass, it would be meaningless to

speak of a multiplet. This is of course the same difficulty

with the exact gauge-symmetry which gives m * 0, m * 0 and
W y

no r.echanism of mass generation was even dreamt of a t that

tir.c.
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On the other hand, even if Feynman and Gell-Mann dismis-

sed neutral currents, I assumed neutral vector bosons . and

charged vector bosons as a possible model. Why? Because I

was familiar with the charge independent pion theory of nu-

clear forces where the coupling constant is the • ; same for

charged and for neutral pion interaction with nucleon matter.

Was the same true in the weak interaction case, if one tries

to impose conditions to forbid certain transitions?

I then decided to send the note33 for publication (I was in

Rio in 1958) I would not mention the idea of a Y,W,Z multiplet

but gave the value of m when e = g. Besides if neutral vec-

tor bosons exist they should be responsible for an electron-

neutron scattering which would slightly differ from >a pure

neutron magnetic interaction with the electron

\ /

/ • " \

Fig. 6
Fig. 7

Second order dnd interme-

diate hyperon interaction

in the charged theory.

First order coupling in

theory with charged and

neutral vector bosons.
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This test was proposed - neutrino beams were not yet

in use.

I also found that the coupling of Z with neutral cur-

rents is not the same as the w - charged current coupling.

I was fortunate to be in Bio, far away from the discussions

and telephone call messages between physicists of the great

centers. I therefore had not read G. Feinberg's paper (Phys.

Rev. 110, 1482 (1958)) in which he points the difficulty from

the vector-boson theory concerning the decay \i •*• e + Y with

only one kind of neutrino - "thiò kind o& inttnmo.dia.te. mi&cn

thioiy iò pAobabZij incon±iòte.nt with the. zxpe.tiime.ntal absence

o& the. v •*• e + Y de.ta.ij mode."... His paper was received on May

8, 1958 by Phys. Rev., mine on May 30, 1958 by Nucl.Phys.

My paper was not noticed by the experts in the field (al-

though , NUCLEAR PHYSICS, Amsterdam, was and is an important in

ternational journal).

At that time, in the 60's, political developments made re-

search difficult in Brazil. Only in 1971, when I was invited

by Strasbourg, did I see a paper by T.D. Lee (Phys. Rev. Lett.

26, 801 (1973)) where he deduced a relation between e rand g

based on current algebra. I then proposed that if e - g then

the vector meson dominance model should-be extended3" so as to have

besides the vertex Y - PQt those like w
±p+ and w~-p~ (Nucl?

Phys. B3J?, 555 (1972)).

And then I took notice and loved the 1967 paper by weinberg

and Lhe 1971 and following papers. And of course the 1963

Salam's paper and so on."
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It is clear that the gauge unified theories are beautiful

although one does not know why the Dirac's notion of mathemati-

cal beauty in the SIK theory does not seem to be adapted to re-

ality. Or is it, still?

In.their paper of 1959, A. Salam and J.C. Ward (Nuovo Ci-

mento, 11, 568 (1959)) state at the end:36 "The. Idza that itfcafe

intzfiactions and zlzctxomagnztic intzxactious should be combined,

óKigihating as it did with Schwingzi, has bzzn o&tzn discusszd

puivatzly, as has alio thz possibility that thz xzsulting A-

iizlds should be associatzd with a Vang-Mills typt o£ gauge,

tiansjjofixation, in this connzction viz axz unablz to diszntanglz

tht zxtznt to which we aKz inde.btzd to othzfis".

The difficulty probably arisen in these .private discussions

was the fact that gauge fields-when there is gauge invariance -

have vanishing mass. This is exactly the same difficulty which

Impeached me to consider the photon and the vector bosons as a

multiplet since the latter would have to have a vanishing mass

whereas I found m *v 60 m in assuming g = e. Mass generation was
w p

only discovered later.

An important paper quoted by Salam and Ward, was clearly

the one by Schwinger36 (Ann. Phys. 2, 407 (1957)).

In 1958, independently of my own, let me mention S.A.

Bludman's paper36 (Nuovo Cimento, £, 433 (1958)) where he con-

siders neutral currents and proposes the derivation of the

V-A interaction from an invariance principle "undzx a conti-

nuous g\oup o& ttiansioMnoLtións, in analogy with tht oxdinaxy

gaugz - iiwa.iia.nct derivation O/J thz minimal ztzctKomagnztic in

tznaction oi changed paxtictzs."
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In 1961 there camo the important paper by Sheldon L. Glashcw

(Kucl. Phys. 2̂2, 579 (1961)) - the same sacred Nuclear Physics-

where he examines "tkt ttitak and e.Zcctàcmagn&t-íc intttiactionò u^

dtn the. hypo the.*.i& that thz wtak Intcxactiono axz mcdiatzd by

vzctofi boòonò."

Hov/ever, he discards the consideration of a triplet of vec-

tor bosons, rejects the notion of neutral vector bosons and

considers the triplet w ,w~ y.

Here I stop. You know the beautiful developments and at-

tempts at unifying interactions.

After 1975, I switched, my interest to a possible struc-

ture of leptons, an . idea which was considered independently

later on by many physicists-preons and other object».

To avoid too much speculation my attention was focused on

spin 3/2 leptons,37 so that experimenters mitfi search for them,

independently from supersymmetry or any other abstract theory.
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